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This is the first book in the Brain Games: Picture Puzzles series. Two or more pictures that

seemingly are identical are presented on the same page, but subtle changes have been made to

one of the pictures. It s up to you to find what has been altered.The book is divided into four

sections of pictures puzzles, each progressively more difficult. Can t find all the changes? No

problem solutions to all the puzzles are provided in the final section of the book.The book is

spiral-bound and handy to use, no matter whether you are at home, on public transportation, in a

long security line at the airport, or relaxing at poolside or on the beach. Take along Brain Games

Picture Puzzles #1 wherever you go stimulate your mind a few minutes at a time.The Brain Games:

Picture Puzzles series was developed to challenge your powers of observation and stimulate your

ability to focus and concentrate. All books in the series contain unique content.
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I would like to recommend a great method that I use with this 'picture puzzle' books.I bought a piece

of clear plastic, I cut it a little bigger than the size of the page, I folded it and I kind of insert it over

the page, so that it covers the picture entirely.And with one of those white board markers, I mark the

differences I find.And also I draw a little dot on the margin, in order to keep track of how many

differences I find.When I finish finding them all, I simple erase the marks with a dry paper napkin,

and I place the plastic on the next page! Neat!That way I don't ruin the suprise if someone else uses

this book after me.



I bought this book for my husband as he is a nut for baseball and he needs challenges to keep his

brain stimulated. His doctor recommended puzzles as he has had some brain injuries due to car

crashes and as we age it is apparent we do not always remember the things we used to know and

my husband is even worse and it frustrates him. The MD suggested that puzzles may open the

channels by stimulating his knowledge as he has a master degree and he wants to be active and

loves to socialize and talk to others- esp about sports.This book is like DELL Puzzles as it shows

EASY to HARD puzzles. However, it seems they are more Hard than Easy overall.I love logic

puzzles and I tried an Easy puzzle and it was Hard to me as I got stumped and had to ask for help. I

hate sports overall but I was raised on Baseball and Trivia abt baseball - the only sport besides

bowling I actually understand!This book will last you for a long long long time and will entertain the

whole family as you will need their input. you can make a whole family evening just doing baseball

stats and trivia. What a novel idea spending time together!!!

I purchased a number of these books for my daughter who is now deceased. She greatly enjoyed

doing these puzzles and they provided hours of entertainment for her. Sometimes we shared the

puzzles while waiting in numerous doctor's offices. I kept a couple of them and put them away in a

memory box after her death.

I usually love these books, but this one had many errors on them. Some of the answers in the back

did not correlate to the picture changes and some of the pictures that had changes were not listed in

the answers. The puzzles are always fun, but the editing on this one was very poor.

I purchased this for my husband for Christmas - and he is truly THE most difficult person to shop for.

But he LOVES baseball and I've caught him working on my crossword puzzles from time to time! So

I thought this would be just right - and it was. He loves it! Used to be he'd be zoning out in front of

the TV before bed, now he sits in bed with his puzzle book - much better for his brain!

My 8 year old nephew loves these things and I was happy to find him a spiral bound, huge book of

pictures. The book is very good quality and kept him entertained for a good part of their trip home to

Colorado after the holidays. The fact that he is an 8 year old should not deter an adult from

purchasing this book. The searches are not any easier than the bar game search and find. It just

takes him a little bit longer, but there were times where he found the differences faster than I did!



I really enjoyed doing the puzzles, hours of fun and helps keep the mind sharp. The reason I gave it

4 starts instead of 5 is that a lot of the answers in the back were wrong or mixed up. One said the

waves were washed away and there were no waves in the photo. One said it had 10 changes but

only 9 answers. They'd described changes - for example - change #1 was describing where they

were showing change #5. Things like that. But overall a fun book of puzzles. Personally I need a lot

of light on the book as some of the changes are so SMALL.

Book is exactly as described. My son loves all the different types of puzzles included. The book is

enjoyable for all ages.
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